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FOREWORD

The fact that a continuation of lichtsicht is taking place in
2020 to 2022 is thanks to a key moment that occurred 13
years ago: gallery owner Paul Anczykowski and entrepreneur Heinrich W. Risken had a vision to utilise the walls
of the unique graduation towers as monumental projection surfaces. By recruiting legendary Documenta curator
Manfred Schneckenburger, the visionaries succeeded
in bringing a globally unique, distinguished cultural event
into the world. From then on, this cultural phenomenon
was presented to the world every two years as a biennial:
always featuring outstanding international artists, always
innovative, and always full of surprises.
In 2015, a new tone was set by star curator/artist Peter
Weibel. He attracted internationally renowned artists such
as Robert Wilson, William Kentridge and Ryoji Ikeda to
lichtsicht in Bad Rothenfelde. In 2019, it became clear
that lichtsicht would now have to be reconceptualised as
a triennial event. For me, Michael Bielicky, it was a great
honour, joy, and the start of a wonderful adventure to have
the privilege of accomplishing this task with a small group
of highly capable and creative colleagues. In a process

of dialogue – above all, with Tim Rossberg – we collaboratively brought together an unusual selection of distinguished artists that reflects the zeitgeist of our dynamic
and volatile present in a magical and sophisticated way.
Not only are the names of the participating artists prominent – their works are surprising, controversial, seductive
and, not least, multifaceted in their effect, aesthetics and
message.
Paul Kenig has scientifically substantiated and presented
the manifold links between the artists and their works, as
well as the dialogue process that led to the selection of
the artists. His scientific insights enable us to understand
– and share with the public – the complex web behind the
works and the artists as an “artist organism”.
Last but not least, the major project lichtsicht 7, and in
fact all of the lichtsicht events, would have been wholly
inconceivable without the “magical powers” of Christian
Meyer. Over the years, he has single-handedly developed
an elaborate, complex mega-projection system that is second to none. In the pandemic scenario, lichtsicht 7 has
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become, more than ever before, an ideal example of a
showcase cultural event in our uncertain times.
In selecting the artists, the traditional understanding of
media art was expanded, in an instructive and playful way,
to include net media.
And so we have Jeffrey Shaw, renowned as the pioneer
of interactive art, alongside Dongling WANG, whose 2016
performance in the Imperial Ancestral Temple in Beijing
caused a stir in his home country in 2016 – while in contrast Lu YANG, Sawako Kabuki, Mirai Mizue and nuQ are
primarily known for their seemingly endless, visually stunning, and both negatively and positively seductive streams
of images that are typical of the internet.
What’s fascinating is that it was mainly down to Jeffrey
Shaw and Michael Bielicky that algorithms in art became
socially acceptable. This historical-cultural circle linking
generations, places and cultures is expressed not least
by student works from Braunschweig University of Art,
Musashino Art University in Tokyo, and Karlsruhe University of Arts and Design (HfG).
Midori Kono Thiel, mother of Tamiko Thiel, is a calligrapher and an acknowledged master of calligraphy in
6

Japan. Tamiko Thiel uses geolocated augmented reality
to bring the art created by her mother Midori Kono Thiel
to Bad Rothenfelde. Now, the graduation towers are connected to their adjacent settings – live on visitors’ mobile
phones: on an app developed exclusively for the Triennal, Brush the Sky: Odoroku (Astonishment) and Water
Lily Invasion will be available on site via illuminated QR
codes. At the crocodile pond, Water Lily Invasion will replace the biological threat that its name suggests with
a technical one. Brush the Sky: Odoroku (Astonishment)
will be projected onto the therapy centre, combining calligraphy with a subtype of abstraction: the visible symbols
are the stages of deconstruction of Japanese characters
that Midori Kono Thiel wrote on transparent sheets for an
exhibition in 2015. Back then, the shadows of the characters represented additional levels of deconstruction – in
Bad Rothenfelde, an additional level of reality is added in
the form of augmented reality within the app. The circle
linking generations, places and cultures becomes almost
physically palpable, considering that Dongling WANG’s
exhibition Between Heaven & Heart (2016) in the Imperial
Ancestral Temple, completed in 1420, which is familiar
to us all from shots of Beijing and visually synonymous
with China, showcased a 2,770 to 3,020-year-old text in
an art context. The I-Ching script, which he reinterpreted

on a 32-metre-long glass board, dates from the Western
Zhou Dynasty (1000-750 BC). In his work entitled ShanShui, created exclusively for lichtsicht 7, Dongling WANG
embarked on nothing less than the digitisation of his
calligraphy technique and, in collaboration with Jeffrey
Shaw, produced a device that captures his calligraphy
performance at the point where the calligraphy brush
touches the medium: contemporary technology and the
millennia-old art of calligraphy become one, at the same
time transcending the social distancing constraints of our
time. The selection of the six compositions, primarily on
the theme of landscape (Shan-Shui), and the use of the
five core styles of script in calligraphy attempt to create
an experience of the artistic soul of historical China; the
collaboration with Jeffrey Shaw and the interpretation of
the scripts through digital media emphasise the dynamics
of an unbroken historical/media lineage that resonates to
this day.
In her work Delusional Crime and Punishment, Lu YANG
will present a descent into hell featuring the deconstruction of the cultural self that is second to none. Inspired
by neuroscience, she creates in her projection a multifaceted artificial hell where she causes her own image
to suffer. By constantly destroying her self, or rather her

virtual self, in an ever-changing 3D horror world, Lu YANG
seeks to challenge the cultural control mechanisms governing the fear of physical suffering that have been used
for centuries to control our behaviour. Delusional Crime
and Punishment is a monument to globalised, neuroscience-inspired thought spanning Asia and America that
may literally shock all cultural non-nomads and those yet
to discover crossover art.
In cooperation with Sarah Kenderdine, Jeffrey Shaw addresses this globalised thought from a different, much
less visually stunning perspective: the technical perspective. His work entitled Fall Again, Fall Better is nothing
less than a supposedly simple algorithmic imitation of
a so-called push puppet. While in its normal state, the
(wooden) puppet is kept upright by the strings that run
through the inside, it collapses as soon as the button at
the base releases the tension from the strings, making
the limbs go limp. But the algorithm on which this work is
based not only replicates the randomness of the collapse
– it even ensures that each puppet is impacted differently
by chance: no two puppets visible simultaneously on the
projection will collapse in the same way. Jeffrey Shaw’s
illustration of the deconstruction of the cultural self is still
just as relevant and acute today as it was before – but is
7

told using a more complex media mix of the bombastic
visual means available to the digital generations.
By adopting the title of Fall Again, Fall Better, a homage
to Samuel Beckett’s well-known and bleakly uplifting pronouncement:

Jeffrey Shaw also seeks to highlight the crippling and
paralysing potential offered by the experience of falling
or failing.

The dramatic turn: a huge black mass suddenly builds
up in front of her – an energised bouquet of black matter
– and surges towards her. She lies on the ground. Soon
the only thing visible is the ground, covered with petals of
every colour. There is no more striking way to describe
the cultural mirror stage. The very perception of other people’s opinions as an amorphous dark mass that can easily
be perceived as a threatening missile demonstrates the
difficulty of cultural inclusion and exclusion, regardless of
the current belief system. Invisible individuals will always
emerge where people gather – even if they come together
in good spirit.

Nao Yoshigai and her work Grand Bouquet, which attracted considerable attention in Cannes, address this very
state of (temporary) paralysis for fear of punishment, persecution, and loss of face. Her allegory could not be more
poetic and apt: in a patriarchal world of rigid traditions
– portrayed in the short film as a pure white, pseudo-objective non-space – despair, anger and powerlessness
eat away at the protagonist and paralyse her, manifested
externally by the woman’s obvious inner suffering, visible
from her face, contorted with pain. The pressure from within becomes so great that isolated manifestations burst
outwards in the form of petals and get caught in her face.

Miao XIAOCHUN’s Gyro Dance may also be less visually
stunning than Delusional Crime and Punishment or Grand
Bouquet. But the algorithmic technology behind the projection is tremendous: the “I” in the animation, generated by 3D scanning, is animated into a recognisable and
conspicuous digitised image of a human figure by means
of the deformation function of a software program and
open-source online commands. So although the visible
movements are familiar in real life, they seem uncanny
and absurd due to the multiple processing of the software.
If, then, the permanent self-construction of the cultural self
is illustrated in Delusional Crime and Punishment through

“Ever tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again.
Fail better,”
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the control of its desires, and in Fall Again, Fall Better
through a digital allegory, Miao XIAOCHUN dehumanises
the cultural self in Gyro Dance by merging and superimposing movement data of everyday human interactions.

is filled based on clear search criteria, while the repositioning of individual videos is controlled algorithmically:
the cultural self emerges in the viewer, their eyes darting
nervously from one video to the next.

The fact that forces of nature can be poetically simulated
by artistically processing movement data on the graduation tower is discussed further below. Natalie Bookchin,
on the other hand, automates the process of the emergence of the cultural self algorithmically, to quote:

As is the case with Simon Weckert: the cultural self standing
in front of the projection interactively releases a digital copy
of itself onto the projection, hurtling relentlessly towards
its edge, only to be translated into alphanumeric characters
upon reaching the boundary, and then transferred and released into the infinity of the internet via eternal-dream.
digital, a website created by Simon Weckert. Here, Eternal
Dream is nothing other than a digital simulation of the
flight of an individual who steps in front of the projection
and dares to perform a little jump. And yet the dream of
having control over your personal flight fizzles out into the
digital ether after a fleeting digital ascent to the top of the
graduation tower.

The act of changing something’s position reanimates an
archive of hundreds of videos of uprisings shared and
circulated on the internet.
The world in Natalie Bookchin’s work is clearly defined –
it is about insurgent behaviour in times of extreme cultural
uncertainty, unimaginably existential in the USA, which is
limited to a particular population group: young Americans
who no longer have anything in common with the old
world order. Despite this clear definition, the volume of
imagery that can be clearly attributed to this movement is
almost endless. The act of changing something’s position
relegates the cultural self to the very act of perception –
although the theme is chosen by the artist, the archive

Almost all modern cultures in the world, whatever their
systems of belief or punishment, share a common trait: nature has been sorely neglected in our cultural self-models
in recent centuries, and this year has left us feeling the
pain of this major omission, whatever our climate zones
and systems of belief.
9

Julius von Bismarck’s Fire with Fire and Eija-Liisa Ahtila’s
Horizontal use similar approaches to reflect the elemental force of nature: the seemingly destructive force that,
in the case of technically protected media preservation,
is unconditionally pleasing, as in von Bismarck’s work,
and the problematisation of technically protected media
preservation per se in Eija-Liisa Ahtila’s work. Nature has
never allowed itself to be captured on celluloid without
the use of tricks, and even today it still resists attempts
at being recorded digitally. The composition of Fire with
Fire, mirrored along the central axis, combined with a data-rich, high-resolution slow-motion playback, as well as
the horizontal alignment, requiring highly complicated recording techniques and extensive post-production work,
in Horizontal show that nature wants nothing to do with the
technical progress of mankind.
Refik Anadol’s Bosphorus impressively demonstrates
what data-driven art is capable of. What Caspar David
Friedrich masterfully achieved with The Monk by the Sea
using his medium – portraying the sea in its threatening
tranquillity in oil on canvas – Refik Anadol succeeds in
doing by making use of all technical means available to
contemporary artists in animated projection: he has created an artificial, moving sea surface from synthetic cuboids
10

based on high-frequency radar data collections provided
by the Turkish State Meteorological Service. The inevitable
delight at the sight of organic movements in a synthetic
sea of cuboids raises hopes that the forces of nature may
yet be compatible with technology after all.
On the surface, Max Hattler’s X also has little to do with
the cultural mirror stages described above. His work does
not seem to depict technology as the medium of a disappearing cultural self across all subcultures, as in the work
of Lu YANG, Jeffrey Shaw or Miao XIAOCHUN, nor is it
an interweaving of different manual and digital techniques
that appeared to be incompatible for decades, as in the
work of Tamiko Thiel and Dongling WANG. Instead, X
shows, in a comparatively breathtakingly minimalist approach, that people can possess almost boundless empathy. While Bosphorus’s simulation of the movement of
the sea will astonish even the most critical technophobe
as a remarkably “true-to-life” simulation, X may possibly
be perceived “only” as a well-orchestrated animated film
featuring geometric protagonists.
But as soon as viewers suddenly start to think that they
can recognise a pattern, a story, a narrative in the interaction of the geometric forms with the dancing water shield

at the mirror stage, identifying fast and slow movements,
and possibly begin to discern “good” and “evil” shapes,
then an impressive monument has been set to the cultural
technique of abstraction. His digital light show combines
garish kinetic-abstract lines of blue, green, purple and
white, reminiscent of the analogue kinetic sculptures that
emerged around Zdeněk Pešánek in the early days of media art in Prague around 1930.
Mirai Mizue’s Dreamland appears to be less “traditionally”
abstract than X. Like Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s Carceri
or ambiguous images and hidden faces, Dreamland exemplifies the universal ability of the cultural self to conjure
up stories, narratives and ultimately worlds in the rapport,
pattern, repetition and nuanced animation of geometric
objects. The most remarkable thing about Dreamland is
its universality.
The Last Episode is the complete opposite of a dreamland: The Last Episode is figurative, and anything but geometric or nuanced, but instead is strikingly reductionist
and deals with the most prototypical of all narratives: the
love of two people for each other. The work by nuQ tells
the narrative of a woman who is made from the remains
of fireworks, and seeks to address the dazzle of the most

transient things in this world. As in X, it is immediately
possible to identify the protagonists of the story. Rather
than allowing us to recognise a narrative on the basis of
their precise movement data, they enable us to do so on
the basis of the diffuse empathy that arises between us
and the human-like shadows cast on the blackthorn wall.
Finally, Sawako Kabuki’s The Takoyaki Story is a blending
of all object and subject boundaries, the dissolution of the
cultural self in a trivial need – the infatuation for a food,
i.e. the trivial desire for something. The remarkable thing
about this work is that the concept would work equally
convincingly with any other object of desire. Sawako Kabuki has found a language of form that shows the cultural
self in the mirror stage with the object, warning that the
boundaries are already blurring.
It is not so much about data misuse, natural disasters or
the abyss of consumerism, but about our real-life culture,
in which the short-lived dazzle of things threatens to take
over every aspect of our lives.
© Michael Bielicky and Paul Kenig
Bad Rothenfelde, October 2020 –
Restart October 2021
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Eija-Liisa Ahtila
Horizontal
5:37 min | Planned 6-channel installation, 2011
Eija-Liisa Ahtila (Finland)
• 2017: solo exhibition Ecologies of Drama,
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo, A Coruña in Spain
• 2018: participation in the 21st Biennale of Sydney

Horizontal is a video portrait of a living spruce tree. The
simple-sounding idea of the work was to show the tree in
its entirety, retaining its natural size. But of course a lifesize tree does not fit in a standard-sized human space.
Therefore an alternative media form had to be chosen: in
the form of five successive projected images. The work
inevitably shows the difficulty of recording such an everyday organism, essential to human life, with the methods of
visual documentation invented by humans.
The horizontal format of our moving image media is utterly
unfit for showing the entire tree in one picture: if you use
a wide-angle lens, the tree appears distorted and oversized compared to the rest of the picture. If the camera
position is moved too far from the portrayed tree, it is no

longer the tree but the forest that becomes the subject.
Any attempt to portray a tree inevitably exposes it to be
a highly human-centred undertaking, showing once again
that photography and video techniques are not objective
or exact, but anthropocentric: rather than explaining, the
technique squeezes the environment to such an extent
that the human eye can grasp it. This also became apparent during shooting: the tree had to be “dissected”: five
cameras each filmed one part of the spruce in parallel to
avoid distortion. The location also had to be as “neutral”
as possible: a lifting platform had to be placed at a suitable distance from the tree, no other trees were allowed
to be in the field of vision of the camera, distracting the
viewer, and the spruce tree had to be well-proportioned,
i.e. the proportion of the width to the height of the tree had
to be perfect to enable it to be portrayed optimally distributed over five projection fields. It became obvious that the
more the spruce was to fit into the format of a portrait, the
more the environment and the technology surrounding the
object portrayed became apparent.
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Tamiko Thiel und
Midori Kono Thiel (Calligraphy)
Brush the Sky: Odoroku
0:13 Min.| Augmented reality installation, 2015-2020
Tamiko Thiel (Germany)
• 2019: group exhibition Energy,
Museum of Modern Art, New York
• 2017: augmented reality tour,
Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich

For millennia, East Asian artists have enhanced paintings
with calligraphy: the abstract, gestural qualities of the
brushstrokes reverberating in the meanings of text and image. In Brush the Sky, a mother and daughter duo brings
this ancient art into the 21st century: using augmented
reality, Tamiko Thiel projects the calligraphies created
by her mother Midori Kono Thiel onto the therapy centre, incorporating the public space around the graduation
towers into the art site. By creating the symbols visible
here, produced in 2015, Midori Kono Thiel emphasised
the abstract nature of calligraphic art by deconstructing
Japanese characters across multiple, parallel transpar-

ent sheets in a non-traditional manner. The result is abstract calligraphy. With her daughter’s app ARproise and
the help of smartphones of visitors to the triennial in Bad
Rothenfelde, scans of the original transparent sheets are
overlaid onto the therapy centre.
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Simon Weckert, Phillip Weiser
Eternal Dream
2:53 Min.| Data-driven installation, 2019

that catches the moment of the starting point for the flight.
But the jump also symbolises the contract the visitor enters into with the artist. The promise that the artist will take
care of the personal data recorded by the act of jumping.

Simon Weckert (Germany)
• 2020: group exhibition Knowledge Fever,
Goethe-Institut, Beijing
• 2017: grand opening of the Elbphilharmonie in
Hamburg, participation in the projection of music onto
the façade

Eternal Dream, created by Phillip Weiser and Simon Weckert, is an interactive art installation inspired by the eternal
dream of flying. By stepping in a predefined area right in
front of the graduation tower, the visitor’s body is scanned
as a real-time point cloud and projected onto the backdrop. By jumping up in front of the backdrop, the visitor’s
body appears as a three-dimensional point cloud and
starts to fly up the backdrop. Immediately after the point
cloud disappears from the edge of the backdrop, the data
is uploaded onto the website eternal-dream.digital. From
there, the data continues its journey in an endless flight
through the web. The jump can be seen as a snapshot
21
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Julius von Bismarck
Fire With Fire
29:52 Min. | Video montage, 2020
Julius von Bismarck (Germany)
• 2019: group exhibition Nowness Experiments:
The Mesh at the K11 Art Foundation,
Shanghai; group exhibition Nature in Art,
Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCAK)
in Krakow, Poland

In the light of recent climate changes, Julius von Bismarck
questions how we view nature. He creates the aesthetic power in his works with an interplay of scientific and
artistic perspectives. This change in perspective is characteristic of his installations, photographs, performances,
sculptures and videos. Julius von Bismarck is always on
the lookout for forms of perception that offer alternatives
to our customary viewing habits, provoking thought. Due
to the contrast of scientific and artistic perspectives, he
disconnects nature and technology, and creates unusual images that have never been seen before. His visual
processing of natural phenomena depicts them faithfully

as devastating and enormous forces. Even so, the beholder cannot escape the infinite beauty that can always be
found in the calamity, in spite of his indignant enjoyment.
This contrast is particularly apparent in Fire with Fire.
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Ziyi YE
S-s-S (right side):
3:52 min | Data-driven animation, sound, 2020
Title: Tiding (left side):
1:46 min | Data-driven animation, sound, 2020
Ziyi YE (China)
• 2020: seminar of Christophe Charles “Lichtsicht
2020: Simplicity” at Musashino Art University, Tokyo

S-s-S
Inspired by Maurice Blanchot and his “self-neutralisation”
in the text, this work aims to shift our focus back to the
materiality of the text itself. The result is a wild journey of
sense-making that grows and decays through the ever-expanding network of signifiers, outlasting time. Ziyi YE participated in the seminar of Christophe Charles “lichtsicht
2020: Simplicity” at Musashino Art University, Tokyo in
2020.

Tiding
The tides are created in a nuanced relationship of forces
between the moon, earth and sun. This work experiments
with a perspective beyond time, a combination of both
diachronic and synchronic perspectives. In this way, different forms of tides are presented in interaction with each
other, and the digital “new tides” can be experienced in
the algorithms of overlap, subtraction and offset: a “new
equilibrium” emerges.
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Miao XIAOCHUN
Gyro Dance
10:30 min | Data-driven animation, 2017
Miao XIAOCHUN (China)
• 2016: group exhibition Annual of Contemporary Art,
Minsheng Art Museum, Beijing
• 2013: 55th Venice Biennale

The character “I” in the animation is generated by 3D
scanning, the result of the effect of over-layered diamond
shapes attributed to the lattice deformation process. This
digital “I” is then morphed using a software program, and
set in motion to the third movement of Beethoven’s 5th
Piano Concerto, composed in 1811. Given that they are
processed by computer calculation, the images always
appear distorted and strange. Even so, the 3D scanned
result of the original features of the face remains clear
and shows similarity with distortion in Expressionist art.
The result is a recognisable yet conspicuous digitised image of a human figure. The figure is set in motion using
program codes of everyday movements, available freely
on the internet, that were obtained by means of motion

capture. Despite having been recorded in everyday life,
these movements, when projected, appear uncanny and
absurd. Miao XIAOCHUN achieves this effect by multiple
activation and the superimposition of movements. To Miao
XIAOCHUN, it is “like applying the standards of another
species to measure the standard of mankind, an undertaking that has always appeared incredible, uncanny and
absurd to us, from the Neolithic period to the AI era, and
will continue to do so.” Miao XIAOCHUN describes our
period as the “pre-artificial intelligence age”. He views his
work as futuristic precursors of social problems. How will
humanoid robots move? Which data will be used to control these movements, how much humanness do we give
to artificial life forms?
27
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Mirai Mizue
Dreamland
5:00 min | Animation film, 2017
Mirai Mizue (Japan)
• 2020: Stuttgart Festival of Animated Film
• 2019: Filmfest Dresden

Whether Giovanni Battista Piranesi’s Carceri or ambiguous images and hidden faces: Dreamland is not a simulation, but visualises the universal ability of our perception to
recognise motion and stories in patterns and in repetition
– however abstract they may be – conjuring up worlds.
Here, all this occurs through the nuanced animation of
polygons. The most remarkable thing about Dreamland is
its universality: “Retro-futuristic structures proliferate and
pulsate to synthetic baroque music. Geometric grandeur
with maximum opulence. This magic isometric world is
created from nothing and continues to grow. Forget reduction: more is more. Dreamland will never be completed.
Dreamland will continue to grow as long as there is imagination left in the world.” (Mirai Mizue)
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Nela Pudil
Chromophobia
2:54 min | Animation film, sound, 2020
Nela Pudil (Czech Republic)
• one of the youngest users on YouTube to experiment
with animation

The theme of this work is chromophobia: the fear of colour. Chromophobia is an unusual fear – many even say
it cannot be real. The film documents a day in the life of
a young chromophobe. By contrasting the colourful world
of everyday life with harsh, garish colour wreaths, the fast
cuts portray the increasing inner tension that leads to demoralising self-doubt and, ultimately, loneliness.
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Tanja Meißner, Desiree Kabis, Kira Adams,
Anna Helsen, Yifan HU, Christina Vinke
Circular Transmigation
4:16 min, 2020, animation film, sound

Tanja Meißner
• 2019: “21st Karlsruher Museumsnacht”
Desiree Kabis
• 2016: publication of the hand-bound book “Hiroshima”
Kira Ellen Adams
• 2018: Tampere Biennale in Finland
Anna Helsen
• 2017: Annual Exhibition, Karlsruhe University of Arts
and Design
Yifan Hu
• 2017: “SMC BMC Composites” design competition
Christina Vinke | www.wurstimohr.de
• 2015: ARD Hörspieltage

Circular Transmigration addresses the desire for deep interpersonal relationships in a fast-paced society, caught
off-guard by sudden isolation and social distancing. Transmigration denotes the migration of the spirit from one entity to the next, and at the same time the beginning of a new
life form; from stone to cave, to a shapeless mass, then to
growing tentacled beings that transcend the normativity of
social and gender constraints.
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Desiree Kabis, Tanja Meißner, Kira Adams
Electric Animal
3:14 min, 2020, animation film, sound
Desiree Kabis
• 2016: publication of the hand-bound book “Hiroshima”
Tanja Meißner
• 2019: “21st Karlsruher Museumsnacht”
Kira Ellen Adams
• 2018: Tampere Biennale, Finland

Electric Animal describes the encounter with an unknown
creature in its natural habitat. Shifted images, distortions,
elongated, compressed and strangely deformed objects,
bodies, textures, leaves and rocks tell a story that explores
a machine’s first contacts with organic material. The projection reflects the animal’s perspective: its slit-like eye
gradually constructs an image, line by line; while the scanner tells of its encounters.
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Sawako Kabuki
1980YEN - Takoyaki Story
1:35 min | Animation (music video), 2019
Sawako Kabuki (Japan)
• 2020: Sundance Film Festival:
South By Southwest: SXSW Film Festival, USA

Sawako Kabuki’s latest crazy animation tells the story of
a girl who is hooked on octopus balls (takoyaki). The animator and illustrator is renowned for her unconventional
storylines. She is also known for producing surreal short
films that repeatedly unsettle and shock her viewers – her
secret: her surreal style, engulfing all boundaries of object
and subject, simultaneously make us laugh.
The high-pitched singing voice featured in the music video
1980YEN - Takoyaki Story in praise of takoyaki balls is immediately catchy. Takoyaki are a popular Japanese snack,
made simply of batter and octopus. In the projected short
film we therefore see eyeballs that morph into takoyaki
and then transform into people, only to turn into octopus
tentacles. Sawako Kabuki’s lyrics, melody and work style
are symptomatic of the young global society featuring tar-

get groups, and consequently also experts, for all kinds
of human activity. The continuously growing media flows
created by these experts on YouTube, Twitch and, most
recently, TikTok, must stand in sharp contrast to each
other, and need to be shaped. The demand for a hybrid
of service providers and artists therefore increases daily.
It is only logical, and not a lack of professionalism, that
Sawako Kabuki never works with a fixed storyboard. She
initially compiles her animations in a kind of image stream,
and works with loose ideas that she has conjured up.
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nuQ
The Last Episode
3:43 min | Animation film, 2019
nuQ (Japan)
• 2019: Japan Media Arts Festival;
New Chitose Airport International Animation Festival,
Japan

The Last Episode is a representational, strikingly minimalist work about the mother of all stories: two people’s love
for each other. The protagonists of the narrative are immediately identifiable. But we do not recognise the narrative
from the faithful, picturesque reproduction of the story or
from an abstract image language never been seen before.
Instead, it becomes apparent from the vague empathy
that arises between us and the human-like entities on the
blackthorn wall that, at most, can be described as human
shadows.
The last episode of the story of Ichiro and Futako: Futako is a woman made from the remains of fireworks
who must learn to deal with her fate. She is fated to have
her body exploded at the fireworks festival this summer.

After spending time with Ichiro, she forgets her role as a
firework and is forcibly reincarnated at a special ritual. The
work focuses on the shine of the shortest-lived things in
this world.
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Takashi Kunimoto
My father 2
5:50 Min. | HD (16:9), black-and-white, Sound, 2019

affection for his son. In spite of all its efforts to achieve
visual aesthetic practicality and the deliberately chosen
interview style, My father 2 is arguably the most intimate
lichtsicht 7 contribution.

Takashi Kunimoto (Japan)
• In cooperation with the film class of Professor Michael
Brynntrup, Braunschweig University of Art
• Originally from Tokyo, Japan. Participated in a project
interviewing survivors of the Nagasaki atomic bomb
attack as a student.
• 2010: film “Meine Reise mit den Atombombenüberlebenden”

The work My father 2 recounts a special father-son relationship, told in the form of an interview. The artist reflects upon intergenerational differences that may arise
from diverse cultural socialisation settings. Born in Japan,
Kunimoto has spent the last few years studying at Braunschweig University of Art (HBK). In conversation with his
seriously ill father, the artist asks him questions and illustrates “Japanese practicality”. In his father’s generation,
showing emotions in public is considered a sign of weakness. Highly visible, albeit no less existent, his love and

• 2014: “Endlager”, the problem of the storage of
nuclear waste
• 2016: “Zweite Heimat” about people with a migration
background in Braunschweig. Film screenings in Japan
and Germany. Currently attending Braunschweig
University of Art, focusing on film.
takashikunimoto.net
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Nao Yoshigai
Grand Bouquet
14:36 Min. | Animation film, 2019
Nao Yoshigai (Japan)
• 2019: 72nd International Cannes Film Festival
Vladivostok International Film Festival in Russia.

Nao Yoshigai is a filmmaker, choreographer and dancer.
She gets her inspiration for her films from her experience
as a dancer, and this is breathtakingly apparent in Grand
Bouquet.
The movement which began with the words “Me Too” has
now spread across the globe, pushing Japanese women
to raise their voices in their country, known for its proverbial tradition. The “Me Too” movement grew to what it is now
because, across the globe, these women chose to challenge this grand authority of traditional structures in their
countries. The movement developed because they united
their voices and their words, and planted them in modern
soil, which allowed the movement to grow and spread.

and members of the LGBT community, however. All minorities who seek to coexist with the majority can experience
oppression. The allegations that have surfaced throughout
the world speak for themselves. The words that emerged
from this new soil, climbing up for future generations, were
spoken to prevent there being future victims, knowing full
well that change can only come about through joint efforts. This delicate plant of resistance inspired Nao Yoshigai to create Grand Bouquet.
Grand Bouquet is an allegory of the existentially painful
process of raising one’s seemingly insignificant voice
among many, despite fear. Raising one’s voice and pushing it outside of oneself despite the pain: transforming it
into a flower. Only when people begin to gather in cooperative support, raising their voices in unison, can these
voices and words grow into a bouquet, emotive enough to
break the status quo, and create a new horizon of possibilities. This hope underlies Grand Bouquet. But wherever
people gather, invisible individuals are born once again.

The oppressed are not only women, immigrants, refugees
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Conrad Veit

blue and yellow tones, and the sharp contrasts in which
figures become silhouettes take centre stage.

100 Jahre Caligari
2:38 Min. | Video, 2020
Conrad Veit (Germany)
• In cooperation with the film class of Professor Michael
Brynntrup, Braunschweig University of Art
• 2019: winner of the “2 Minutes Short Film Award” of
the Stuttgarter Filmwinter;
• 2017: Deutschlandstipendium scholarship

2020 was Caligari year. “The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari” celebrated its 100th year in existence. To this day, “Caligari”
is a manifesto of German Expressionism and a quintessential work in what was then the young Weimar Republic.
The film brought together almost all tendencies of life after
World War I and simultaneously unconsciously anticipated
later developments in Nazi Germany. The video projection
100 Jahre Caligari, to be showcased in the public space
of Bad Rothenfelde in 2021, serves as a reminder of this.
In the new arrangement, the expressionist silent movie
images are transformed into a game with the gestures
of the time in which scene painting, constantly changing

· Various group exhibitions (including at the Mönchehaus,
Goslar and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Novi Sad
in Serbia) conrad-veit.com
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Lu YANG
Delusional Crime and Punishment
14:37 Min. | Mixed reality video montage, 2015
Lu YANG (China)
• 2019: group exhibition One World Exposition, Hong
Kong Arts Centre
• 2015: Wrong Digital Art Biennale, Intelligentsia Gallery,
Beijing

In her work Delusional Mandala, Lu YANG used deep brain
stimulation technology to absurdly explore the source of
human consciousness. Delusional Crime and Punishment
confronts the human sources of production of desire, evil
and doubt with hell and punishment, which are not to be
found at a certain geographic place, but are described in
the entirety of human culture. The work uses the stylistic
device of projecting a reproduction of the artist in brutal
scenes of a variety of delusions, a device that has become
characteristic of Lu YANG’s art.
Who created life? Lu YANG thinks that this is a question that
every single one of us must have asked since childhood:
Why do humans eat in order to gain energy? Why not gain

energy in a different way? Why is energy needed in the first
place to be able to train? Why do I feel happy in one way,
but suffer pain in another way? What is the necessity of
pain, happiness, anxiety and excitement? After careful analysis, the source of many desires appears to lie in our physical structural design. If God designed human beings, why
were they designed in that way, and why were they designed
as a biological mechanism that must sin and go to hell?
Many different descriptions of hell in various religious and
non-religious methods of representation are visible in the
work. Something that strikes Lu YANG: Why do body mechanisms continue to determine life forms in the afterlife? If,
after death, we still have the same physical body that experiences pain, are they then still people who rot in hell? Have
we simply projected our own experience of all emotional
and physical perceptions into it so as to create hell? Sin and
punishment are a perfect mechanism for confining human
morality in many religious systems.
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Lisa Woite, Fei ZHANG, Pulaixin YANG,
Minghan MA, Chao WANG
SUKI-MONO A
6:25 Min. | Animation film, Sound, 2020
Lisa Woite (Germany)
• 2017: exhibition “Seen By #8”,
Museum für Fotografie, Berlin

A work that endeavours to approach the essence of projection in multiple steps. First, abstract black-and-white
photograms are created in the darkroom, based on the
simplest everyday materials and the randomness of
movement. These photograms are then projected onto
the moving surface of a fountain. The result is a reversal
of the photographic process through the interplay of light,
shadow and surface.
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Tamiko Thiel
Water Lily Invasion
Augmented Reality Installation, 2013-2020
Tamiko Thiel (Germany)
• 2018: group exhibition Programmed: Rules, Codes,
and Choreographies in Art, Whitney Museum of
American Art, New York
• 2011: augmented reality intervention within the 54th
Venice Biennale

As global water levels and temperatures rise, plants and
animals are mutating to adapt. Strange new creatures are
arising at the interstices between plant and animal, questioning and transgressing the boundaries of what is considered to be reactive flora or active fauna. Water lilies are
an invasive species that has evidently mutated to be able
to travel long distances. The species appears to feed off
the electromagnetic radiation emitted by mobile devices,
enabling it to grow. In the process, it engulfs every mobile
device on which it is displayed. Until now, viewers have

reported feeling no effects other than a temporary fibrillation. However, scientists fear that future mutations could
cross the boundaries to carnivorous life forms.
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Max Hattler
X
6:15 Min. | Animated water projection, 2012
Max Hattler (Germany)
• 2020: group exhibition Art Machines, Indra and Harry
Banga Gallery, Hong Kong
• 2019: solo exhibition Receptive Rhythms,
Goethe-Institut in Hong Kong

X is an animated water projection by media artist Max
Hattler, who often exhibits in non-traditional spaces. X is
a contemporary media representation, in the true sense
of the word. It is equally vague and intangible as the title X. For one thing, it is timeless: the beginning and the
end are merely a technical necessity. For another, X is
placeless: a work that is not additionally projected onto a
solid wall, for instance, but onto a wall of water – or to be
more precise: onto a hydroshield, such as used by the fire
brigade. X amalgamates kinetic outline shapes glowing
luminous green, purple, white and blue into a prototypical

digital light show. It is one of Max Hattler’s most impressive works: the light show is geometric and refers to itself,
and yet conveys an unrivalled liveliness of the shapes. X
never appears abstract or strenuous, but in a strange way
reassuring, even likeable. Whereas Max Hattler’s works
are often forms of digital dystopia, X could be a digital version of the kinetic sculptures that emerged around media
art pioneer Zdeněk Pešánek in Prague around 1930.
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Lydia Hoske
Essenz
2:15 Min. | HD (16:9), Color, Sound, 2020
Lydia Hoske (Germany)
• 2013 started studying at Braunschweig
University of Art (HBK)
• In cooperation with the film class of Professor Michael
Brynntrup, Braunschweig University of Art

They rise from the dark waters and penetrate the darkness, illustrating the strength and power of water – the
basis of all life. The young artist’s fascination of artistically
exploring the element of water lies in its duality: “It can be
smooth and gentle, but also incredibly strong and powerful. This duality really fascinates me”.

Black nothingness, a glimmer of coloured light at the bottom. A harmonious, atmospheric sound accompanies us
through this work. Amorphous shapes rise up unexpectedly, moving through the dark in bold, vibrant colours,
only to disappear again in darkness. A work full of power
and vitality.
Lydia Hoske has been exploring water and colour in her
film work for years. Her latest piece Essenz provides the
student with a special opportunity to project her artwork
onto the fluid and ever-dynamic surface of the water
fountain. The piece is specially tailored to this situation.
Emanating from a glimmer of coloured light, amorphous,
colourful shapes outpour onto the surface of the water.
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Dongling WANG
Shan Shui
10:30 Min. | Calligraphy-driven animation, 2020
Dongling WANG (China)
• 2016: opening of exhibition Between Heaven and
Heart, Art Museum of the Imperial Ancestral Temple,
Beijing
• 2013: group exhibition Ink Art: Past as Present in
Contemporary China, Metropolitan Museum, New York

WANG’s unique style of calligraphy. The master’s strokes
appear in real time on the blackthorn walls of the New
Graduation Tower, just as though a hidden camera were
filming the master calligraphying an old scroll from a gigantic organic scroll. This attempt to capture a centuries-old
writing technique using digital means serves not only to
bridge social distancing needs in times of COVID-19, but
also draws a connecting line between the current digital
age and China as it was 3000 years ago.

In 2016, Dongling WANG, one of China’s greatest calligraphers, displayed his calligraphy on a 32-metre-long glass
board based on the script I Ging. Back then, the China
Daily reported: “At the exhibition being held at the Tiamiao
temple on Monday, titled Between Heaven & Heart, Wang
will display a piece work of “chaos calligraphy”. At that
time, he wrote the Chinese divination classics “I-Ching”
(Book of Changes) on a glass wall, performing live to an
audience.
A glass wall was filmed from the position of the back-projection, exclusively for the lichtsicht7 projection-triennial
in Bad Rothenfelde, in an attempt to capture Dongling
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Refik Anadol
Bosphorus
8:00 Min. | Data-driven animation, 2020
Refik Anadol (Turkey)
• 2019: group exhibition Winds of Shenzhen, 40 Years of
Humanizing Technology at the Ars Electronica,
Shenzhen, China;
• Group exhibition Neuro Space, Society of
Neuroscience, Chicago

Bosphorus by Refik Anadol is a data sculpture based on
natural movement data. It is no less than an artificial sea
surface of synthetic cuboids derived algorithmically from
high-frequency radar data collections provided by the
Turkish State Meteorological Service. The Meteorological
Service measures sea surface activities at 30-minute intervals. The projection is composed of the total data volume produced by thirty days of such data movements.
The artificial sea surface transforms the graduation tower
into a captivating poetic experience. The visualisation appears to change at every moment, but seems to be organic and harmonious nonetheless, even though, on closer

scrutiny, it consists of one unique basic form: an animated, rotating and flowing cuboid, hundreds of thousands
of them, in fact. Refik Anadol impressively demonstrates
what the artistic/exact transfer of exact scientific data to
non-animated objects is capable of: his visualisation triggers in us the same pleasure that can otherwise only be
got from actual forces of nature. The work is being adapted and expanded to a special form for the installation in
Bad Rothenfelde.
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Jeffrey Shaw und
Sarah Kenderdine
Fall Again, Fall Better
2:09 Min. | Data-driven animation, 2012
Jeffrey Shaw (Australia)
• 2019: group exhibition ANiMAL: Art Science Nature
Society Exhibition, Taichung City Seaport Art Center in
Taichung, Taiwan
• 2018: group exhibition Kung Fu Motion EPFL, ArtLab of
the École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)

A new version of this 2012 work has been created for the
triennial in Bad Rothenfelde. It shows twenty groups of
computer-modelled human figures that, one after the other, fall over across the 312 metre length of the projection
screen. They all fall over, only to stand up again to repeat
the causal sequence anew.
Each of these synthetic human figures is constructed according to the physiology of a push puppet. A push puppet is a common toy figurine held together by strings in its
interior. It collapses when a button is pushed on its base
to loosen its strings. A computational model of this toy

is applied to the musculoskeletal physiology of the simulated human figures. The computer model controls the
behaviour of the projected act of falling and the resultant
disorder of the digital body and its limbs. The model also
incorporates a random function that causes each group
of figures to fall differently each time. Consequently, each
derangement of fallen bodies is singular, and every causal
sequence becomes a unique jumble.
The title of this installation references Samuel Beckett’s
well-known and bleakly uplifting pronouncement: “Ever
tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try again. Fail again. Fail better.” Failure and falling are synonyms in a language of anxiety that haunts the global consciousness. Falls are the
bookends of each and every two-legged life, the uplifting
necessity for an infant learning to become a two-legged
creature that is capable of life. However, falls can also be
dangerous, causing disability and incurable immobility.
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Natalie Bookchin
The act of changing somethingʼs position
15:52 Min. | Data-driven video montage, 2020
Natalie Bookchin (USA)
• 2019: group exhibition WebRetro,
Seoul Museum of Art, South Korea
• 2015: group exhibition Globale: Infosphere,
ZKM Karlsruhe

A joyful, imagined space of colours, signs, megaphones,
gestures and bodies moving together. The act of changing something’s position reanimates an archive of hundreds of videos – an archive of uprisings circulated on
the internet. The slow-moving, looped projection depicts
movement in one place as a performance of staying put.
It shows movement as a performance of standing ground
and occupying space, even when in our current reality,
the state calls for dispersal and disappearance. Demonstrators protest and participate, again and again, in Black
American-led resistance. Resistance in the face of systemic violence against Black Americans. The act of changing
something’s position is being shown exclusively during
the opening of the triennial in Bad Rothenfelde, where it
will debut.
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Digital archive
Eija-Liisa Ahtila
Horizontal
5:37 Min. | Planned 6-channel installation, 2011 | S. 16

Julius von Bismarck
Fire With Fire
29:52 Min. | Video montage, 2020 | S. 22

youtube.de

youtube.de

Artwork

crystaleye.fi

juliusvonbismarck.com

Tamiko Thiel und Midori Kono Thiel (Kalligrafie)
Brush the Sky: Odoroku
0:13 Min.| Augmented reality installation, 2015-2020 | S. 18

Ziyi YE
S-s-S
3:52 Min. | Data-driven animation, 2020 | S. 25

Artwork

youtube.de

tamikothiel.com

Simon Weckert, Phillip Weiser
Eternal Dream
2:53 Min.| Data-driven installation, 2019 | S. 20

Miao XIAOCHUN
Gyro Dance
10:30 Min. | Data-driven animation, 2017 | S. 26

youtube.de

youtube.de

Artwork

simonweckert.com

youtube.de

miaoxiaochun.com

Mirai Mizue
Dreamland
5:00 Min. | Animation film, 2017 | S. 28

Desiree Kabis, Tanja Meißner, Kira Adams
Electric Animal
3:14 Min. | 2020, Animation film, sound | S. 34

youtube.de

youtube.de

youtube.de

miraifilm.com

Nela Pudil
Chromophobia
2:54 Min. | Animation film, sound, 2020 | S. 30

Sawako Kabuki
Takoyaki Story 1980 YEN
1:35 Min. | Animation (music video), 2019 | S. 36

youtube.de

youtube.de

Tanja Meißner, Desiree Kabis, Kira Adams,
Anna Helsen, Yifan HU, Christina Vinke
Circular Transmigation
4:16 Min. | 2020, Animation film, sound | S. 32

nuQ
The Last Episode
3:43 Min. | Animation film, 2019 | S. 38

youtube.de
youtube.de

youtube.de

Artwork

vimeo.com

Takashi Kunimoto
My father 2
5:50 Min. | HD (16:9), black-&-white, sound, 2019 | S. 40

Lu YANG
Delusional Crime and Punishment
14:37 Min. | Mixed reality video montage, 2015 | S. 48

youtube.de

youtube.de

Nao Yoshigai
Grand Bouquet
14:36 Min. | Animation film, 2019 | S. 44

Lisa Woite, Fei ZHANG, Pulaixin YANG,
Minghan MA, Chao WANG
SUKI-MONO A
6:25 Min. | Animation film, sound, 2020 | S. 52

youtube.de

youtube.de

Conrad Veit
100 Jahre Caligari
2:38 Min. | Video, 2020 | S. 46

vimeo.com

luyang.asia

naoyoshigai.com
youtube.de

Portfolio Lisa Woite

Tamiko Thiel
Water Lily Invasion
Augmented reality installation, 2013-2020 | S. 54

youtube.de
Artwork

tamikothiel.com

Max Hattler
X
6:15 Min. | Animated water projection, 2012 | S. 56

Refik Anadol
Bosphorus
8:00 Min. | Data-driven animation, 2020 | S. 66

youtube.de

youtube.de

Artwork

maxhattler.com

refikanadol.com

Lydia Hoske
Essenz
2:15 Min. | HD (16:9), colour, sound, 2020 | S. 58

Jeffrey Shaw und Sarah Kenderdine
Fall Again, Fall Better
2:09 Min. | Data-driven animation, 2012 | S. 70

youtube.de

youtube.de

hbk-bs.de

jeffreyshawcompendium.com

Dongling WANG
Shan Shui
10:30 Min. | Calligraphy-driven animation 2020 | S. 62

Natalie Bookchin
The act of changing somethingʼs position
15:52 Min. | Data-driven video montage, 2020 | S. 72

youtube.de

Artwork

Portfolio

bookchin.net
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